NOW bullied politicians into killing programs
designed to help fathers
By Prentice Reid
In a previous article I exposed the largest feminist group in existence, the National Organization for
Women (NOW), consistently opposing shared parenting bills that would ensure capable fathers had
equal time with their children. In this article I will illustrate NOW’s repeated declaration that
government programs to help fathers were unconstitutional because they did not include women.
The first instance of NOW opposing a program designed to help fathers was in 1999 where they
declared that a bill created for a program called Fathers Count was unconstitutional because the
program did not include women. The only purpose of the program was to help unemployed fathers find
jobs so that they could pay child support and avoid jail-time. Here’s a direct quote straight from NOW
explaining why they opposed the bill:
“Because they(the bill’s authors) tie the Federal benefits available under the act to
gender(i.e. “fatherhood”) these provisions violate the equal protection guarantee of the
Fifth Amendment to the Constitution”
NOW didn’t even attempt to hide their gynocentric bias in their explanation about why they were
opposing the bill. They just flat-out stated that programs to help fathers did not “protect” women under
the Fifth Amendment. So EVERY bill that helps or protects men must either protect women equally or
protect women-only according to NOW’s rationale. To illustrate how hypocritical they were keep in
mind that at the same time they were complaining about this program only benefiting women in 1999
they were declaring in their own newsletters that their goal in 2000 was to elect as many feminist
women to office as possible.
In 2006 NOW stated that responsibilities before rights was their agenda for dads. This was in
direct response to fathers’ rights groups wanting shared parenting so that fathers could have equal time
with their children. How can a feminist movement that claims to be about equality make this sort of
statement?
In 2007, during the Bush Administration, NOW once again swooped in to declare a Federal program
designed to help fathers was unconstitutional because the wording describing the program did not
include women as well. The program was called The Promoting Responsible Fatherhood Initiative and
it was focused on teaching fathers job skills and helping them connect with their children. $50 million
dollars in help for dads was at stake.
NOW filed a lawsuit declaring sex discrimination and the government buckled under and made the
program available to women. This still was not good enough for NOW. The Washington Post stated:
“If a woman says she wants to apply and it’s not happening, we want to know about it,”
said Tara Wall, at the Administration for Children and Families, the HHS agency that
oversees the grants. “Yes, fathers are the target group, but at the same time allowing equal
access is required.”
Problem solved? Not exactly, said NOW President Kim Gandy: “The proposals they received and
funded clearly indicate that they only intend to serve fathers.”

The seething jealousy NOW has historically exhibited towards anything helping fathers (and by
extension helping children through fathers) was on full-display in their opposition to The Promoting
Responsible Fatherhood Initiative. If they really cared about helping children it wouldn’t matter to
them that a program was helping empower fathers because it would be obviously beneficial to families
but their gripe was specifically with the fact that this initiative was improving the status of fathers
which elicited the hyper-competitiveness we have witnessed from feminists in any program or
occupation they see men prospering.
In 2014, President Obama, created a program for identifying issues of disadvantage facing young male
minorities called My Brother’s Keeper. Immediately NOW swooped in and started pressuring the
government to make the program include girls. As expected, they were indeed successful in getting
Obama to include girls in the program.
The only reason that NOW did not flat-out declare this program unconstitutional was more than likely
due to the fact that it was focused on minorities and openly opposing it would be too politically
incorrect for NOW since it loves to operate under the guise of caring for the same black community it
helped destroy by fighting programs and bills designed to help disadvantaged fathers in the first place.
However, they vehemently kept the pressure on the officials in charge of the program until they
scrambled and focused part of the program on girls and even when they did finally include separate
programs for girls it was not good enough because according to NOW “separate is not equal”. To quote
from NOW’s statement:
“The White House report ‘Women and Girls of Color: Addressing Challenges and
Expanding Opportunity,’ was released today in response to the calls of the African
American Policy Forum and many allied advocates, including NOW, for a realignment of
the My Brother’s Keeper initiative (MBK). Unfortunately, it misses the mark.
The report catalogues the Administration’s accomplishments for women — all women —
while noting that many girls and women of color benefit from those policies. It also
invokes the concept of intersectionality, noting that ‘the challenges women and girls of
color face … often lie at the intersection of race and gender.’
But the report’s announcement of an initiative parallel to MBK, a ‘Working Group on
Challenges and Opportunities for Women and Girls of Color’, is the wrong response.
Firstly, separate is not equal.”
Separate is not equal? I counted 47 female-only programs across the nation and was only able to find
one program focused on males and that program of course was My Brother’s Keeper. NOW nor any
other feminist group is demanding the federal or state governments include boys in any of these 47
female-only programs so their cry about how “separate is not equal” is beyond hypocritical.
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